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This brilliantly made film sees a British soldier in the line of fire seeking 
sanctuary in the home of a young boy in Kabul. The special effects 
including substantial green screening and/ or computer graphics in the 
introduction were done to great effect. 
 
Authentic landscape of a mosque in Kabul, creative camera rotation 
then an explosion and serious firefight ! Great sound effects. 
The sudden realisation that a single soldier, alive but injured had 
survived the ambush. He was now stranded in the back streets of 
Kabul.  
 
Wow!  What a storyline… 
 
An interesting (although thin plot) developed in the negotiation with the 
young boy and the soldier over the price of a mobile phone. Once this 
was purchased by the soldier it would hopefully lead to his rescue. 
 
This led to a discussion between the judges on the feasibility of an army 
patrol being attacked and subsequently a soldier being stranded in the 
war zone, without means of communication. The fact that the soldier 
was armed, the boy presumably not, the soldier could easily dictate the 
terms of the ‘contract’, but why he chose not to was intriguing. The 
somewhat unemotive but surreal dialogue was not helped by the bland 
acting.  
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There were some good questions asked by the boy in that it did rouse 
feelings on modern day issues of this conflict. 
 
The cinematography was excellent with a wonderful transition from 
peace and prayer to war and violence in the opening sequence. Most of 
the shots were filmed in low light which was extremely well handled and 
gave the film that cinematic look at times. 
 
The film was well structured and the storyline developed well, but one 
judge commented that it was under acted and the sound track was 
somewhat bland. The background soundtrack needed more ambience, 
it was too quiet leading to a slower pace without much to keep the 
viewer interested. 
 
The editing was seen by all the judges to be spot on, one judge 
commenting that the quality was beyond exception. You have given 
careful consideration to camera angles and composition. Some big 
close ups here would help raise the tension and add a bit more creative 
variety. 
 
Not showing the final scene of the presumed carnage the viewer is left 
with a black screen and hears the detonation of ordnance. 
 
A great end to a very well presented film. 
 
 
Well done and worthy of 4 stars. 
 
 
 
We hope to see more of your work in the future. 
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